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Abstract
Continuing previous work on clan thermodynamics properties we
determine the temperature and volume dependence of NB parameter
k, which turns out to be related to the clan degrees of freedom. It is
shown that the class of events associated with the average number of
clans, N¯ going to one, which we consider as a signature of QGP forma-
tion at parton level, can be obtained by a first order phase transition
from the class of events with N¯ greater than one. The same conclu-
sion can be achieved by studying the zero properties of the truncated
grand canonical partition function.
1 Introduction
This search is an attempt to explore in the framework of clan thermody-
namics (see Ref.[1]) eventual signatures of the onset of QGP in final hadron
multiplicity in pp (or heavy ion) collisions. The assumption is that these
quite unusual events are generated by a very high temperature and density
partonic system leading at hadronic level in our understanding of the process
to the minimum allowed number of clans. The class of events we are inter-
ested in should be therefore quite hard, much harder than the soft (without
minijets) and semihard (with minijets) ones already observed by CDF in pp
collisions, and clan aggregation described according to our extrapolations of
the semihard component parameters in Ref.[2] almost at its extreme end with
the average number of clans reduced to just one unit.
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It should be remembered that clan concept has been introduced in high
energy phenomenology in the eighties in order to interpret in terms of a two
step mechanism the wide occurrence of approximate Negative Binomial (NB)
regularity in final n-charged particle multiplicity distributions, Pn, when plot-
ted versus n in different classes of collisions and c.m. energies. Clans were
defined in Ref.[3] and their developments in high energy phenomenology ex-
tensively discussed in Ref.[4].
Clan formation mechanism has been summarized as follows. In the first
step clans, each containing at least one particle (the clan ancestor), are in-
dependently produced (according to a Poisson distribution); each clan then
decays, in the second step, into final hadrons according to a logarithmic
distribution. In addition all particle correlations are exhausted within each
clan.
This simple mechanism can be easily extended at parton level via general-
ized local hadron parton duality and partonic clan ancestors are understood
as intermediate independent gluon sources which generate logarithmic par-
tonic cascades. To a more accurate phenomenological analysis the occurrence
of a shoulder structure in pp collisions was found. Interestingly, shoulder ef-
fect was successfully explained in terms of the weighted superposition of the
soft and semihard classes of events and n-charged particle multiplicity distri-
bution, Pn, in each class of events was described in terms of a NB multiplicity
distribution with characteristic NB parameters. The weighted superposition
mechanism of these two classes of events described also quite well Hq vs.
q oscillations (Hq is defined as the ratio of q-factorial cumulants and mo-
ments of the corresponding multiplicity distributions, see Ref.[4]), as well as
the general trends of the observed forward-backward multiplicity correlations
(see Ref.[5]).
Clan structure analysis added important informations to the underlined
dynamics of the collisions. In particular the reduction of the average number
of clans, N¯ , as the c.m. energy increases in the class of events with minijets
led to explore what happens at very high c.m. energy in the extreme situation
when clan aggregation approaches the N¯ → 1 limit. It was found that the
negative binomial parameter k, which is linked to the dispersion D of the
n-charged particle multiplicity distribution Pn and to the average particle
multiplicity n¯ by the relation k = n¯2/(D2 − n¯), becomes less than one, n¯
very large and the Pn vs. n plot from concave convex [6]. All these facts
(N¯ → 1, k ≪ 1 and n¯ very large with respect to the average multiplicity
of the soft and semihard components) arise an important question. Are all
the examined properties in pp collisions an indication of the onset of a new
class of quite hard events generated by a phase transition of the semihard
component into a harder one? Since the three classes of events (soft, semihard
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and hard) can be thought, according to the common wisdom, in a one to
one correspondence with single parton-parton, two parton-two parton and
three parton-three parton scattering processes respectively, they are expected
indeed to be increasingly harder, to occur at higher temperature and in
smaller volumes as the hardness of the collision increases.
Clan reduction to one unit in the hardest class of events would arise an
even more intriguing question. Is the occurrence of this new class of events
what really one should expect from a plasma of quarks and gluons? In order
to answer to this ackward question we decided to continue our search on
clan thermodynamics initiated in Ref.[1] and to extend it to the study of the
transition from the class of semihard event to the hard one in terms of the





where z = eµ/kbT is the fugacity with chemical potential µ, Boltzmann con-
stant kB and temperature T , and Zn is the n-particle NB canonical partition
function of the system under investigation
Zn =










It should be remembered in fact that in Ref.[1] two quite interesting
results were found. They revealed the fundamental role played by the NB
parameter k in our clan thermodynamic model. The first one has shown that
k is the one particle canonical partition function which must be therefore an
unknown function of the temperature T and the volume V of the system, i.e.
k = k(T, V ). The second one led to identify fugacity z with parameter b =
n¯
n¯+k
, where n¯ is the average multiplicity of the NB multiplicity distribution
Pn. Notice that b is a scaling function of n¯/k.
In order to proceed further in our search on the thermodynamic properties
of clan production in the above mentioned transition, it is therefore manda-
tory to determine first explicitely the T and V dependence of NB parameter
k. In this respect are particularly suggestive and inspiring results of Ref.[7],
which have shown how the geometry of the zero maps of the truncated grand
canonical partition function is controlled by parameter k and varies from
the region with k > 1 to the region with k < 1 through the zeros circle of
unit radius corresponding to k = 1 in the complex plane. Being the average
number of clans N¯ linked to the grand canonical partition function Q and to
the void probability, P0, the following not trivial relations (see Ref.[1]) hold
N¯ = lnQ = ln (P0)−1. (3)
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We would like to stress that the quite high energy regime with very large
n¯ and k smaller than one according to Refs.[1], [4], [6], [7], which we try
to examine, corresponds at partonic level to an extreme clan aggregation
process, i.e. to a high temperature and density partonic system as it should
be the case when the average number of clans is reduced to very few, may
be to just one. In addition being n¯ very large and k less than one it turns
out that b → 1, a fact which has been found to be related in pp collisions
to large forward-backward particle multiplicity correlations at hadron level,
and presumably to huge color exchange processes at parton level (see Ref.[5]).
Notice also that k less than one has been obtained at parton level in a quark
jet by solving KUV equations in the LLA (a quark jet is understood here as
a QCD Markov branching process dominated by gluon self-interactions) and




, where Nc = 3 is the
number of colors, i.e. k ∼ 0.44 [8].
We propose therefore to determine explicitely in our framework T and
V dependence of NB parameter k, i.e. k(T, V ), then to study the T and
V dependence of all thermodynamic potentials calculated in Ref.[1] and to
explore finally the conditions for the onset in the semihard component of a
phase transition at a given critical c.m. energy,
√
sc, in pp collisions (and
heavy ion collisions) leading to a class of events with k < 1 originated at
parton level eventually by the QGP.
2 The temperature and volume dependence
of NB k parameter
We proceed to determine first the k dependence on the temperature T at
constant volume V . It has been shown in Ref.[1] that the entropy S of the
grand canonical ensemble








can be expressed in terms of the average number of clans
N¯ = lnQ = −k ln(1− b),
leading to













Now notice that the partial derivative with respect to the temperature



















































> 0 can be as-
sumed. This assumption comes from the remark that being quantum effects
in a boson system with fixed volume (i.e. n¯ = constant) a low temperature
phenomenon, the fact that the fugacity of the system b = n¯
n¯+k
→ 1 implies






























= −n¯ ln b,

































































> 0. In addition being k a canonical
variable it cannot depend on a grand canonical variable like the chemical




















≡ h(µ, V ), (7)










Coming back to the expressions of the entropy S as given in Eqs.(4) and















+ n¯ ln b
























= α k, (8)







The next step is to determine the V dependence of k parameter at fixed
T . It is instructive to start by calculating the pressure from the Helmoltz








F = µn¯− PV = kBT n¯ ln b− P V,
with







= −P = − 1
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Eq.(10) together with Eq.(8) leads to
k = c T α V (11)
with constant c. Notice that c is independent on T and V variables and
as will be shown later it depends on the clan degrees of freedom only. In
addition, from local hadron parton duality k, and therefore also c, should be
the same at hadron and parton level. It should be remarked that Eq.(11) is






, as can be easily verified. It is remarkable that Eq.(11)
allows to determine the T and V dependence of all thermodynamic potentials
calculated in Ref. [1] in terms of NB parameters.
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3 The thermodynamic potentials and the QGP
phase transition
The entropy S, by using the results of Ref.[1] and Eq.(11), turns out to be













(1 + α)c T αV ln
(
c T αV





n¯+ c T αV
)]
whereas for the Helmoltz free energy F one has






n¯ + c T αV
)
+ c T αV ln
(
c T αV
n¯ + c T αV
)]
and for the internal energy U






= −kB T α k ln(1− b) = α kBTN¯ = αPV ;
finally the specific heat at constant volume V , CV , is given by
CV = kB α(α+ 1) c T
αV ln
(




n¯ + c T αV
α2 c T αV. (12)
By comparing the expression of the internal energy of an ideal gas (U =
f(ν) lnQ kBT , where f(ν) is a function of the degrees of freedom of the
system under investigation) with the result of our calculation (14) and by
recalling that N¯ = lnQ (see Eq.(2)), it follows α = f(ν), a result which sug-
gest an intriguing interpretation of parameter α in terms of the clan degrees
of freedom ν.
These findings can be used for answering to our main question, which
motivated the present work. Accordingly we assume clan population behaves
as an ideal clan gas with more degrees of freedom when the clan gas is
originated from a QGP than when the QGP is not yet formed.
We can summarize the situation more quantitatively by assuming, for
instance, that clan gas behaves as a monoatomic gas when the collision occurs
at a c.m. energy lower than the critical c.m. energy
√
sc (i.e. α = 3/2) and as
a biatomic molecule gas (a quark-antiquark dipole gas) at the critical center
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of mass energy (i.e. α = 7/2) when the QGP is formed. At hadron level above
assumption leads in the present approach to a transition from the semihard
component to the hard one.
Now it should be pointed out that the Gibbs free energy G of the system
can be expressed in terms of the average multiplicity n¯ and the chemical
potential µ, i.e.
G = F + P V = µn¯ = kBT n¯ ln
(
n¯
n¯ + c T αV
)
. (13)
Being the truncated grand canonical partition function of Eq.(1) analytic,




























where ρc is the critical particle density.
By defining the Gibbs and Helmoltz free energy densities for the two



























Let us now call Tc the critical temperature, the request of continuity on































Since from Eq.(11) c3/2 and c7/2 do not depend on T and V variables,
they are the same for the two clan gases at hadronic and partonic level. Let
us call Th the hadronization temperature, it follows that





















h are the hadronization volumes of the two phases. A
relation which implies


































In the thermodynamic limit notice that the entropy density S
V
from





(1 + α) c T α ln
(
c T α





ρc + c T α
)]
. (18)













corresponds to a first order phase transition.




and it corresponds to the absorbed heat by the semihard component which
will be transformed in the hard one originated by the QGP.
The same conclusion can be achieved by studying the zero properties of
the truncated grand canonical partition function, i.e. of
QM = 1 + bZ1 + b2Z2 + ...+ bMZM . (19)
In the thermodynamic limit (M,V → ∞ with M/V = ρ) at the critical







M + k − 1 = −
M
M + c T αV − 1
M,V→∞−→ − ρc




(M/V )2[2/(M V ) + (M/V + c T α)(1− 2/M)]













ρc + c T αc
)M
In the Appendix it is shown that when zeros of a generic polynomial of








(with j = 1, 2, ...,M), all zeros are distinct and lie on the circle of 1/γ radius










ρc + c T αc
, (20)
which is the critical fugacity bc and corresponds to a zeros accumulation
point, i.e. to a non-analicity point of the grand canonical partition function
(1). Now since the zeros approach the positive real axis with a pi/2 angle,
it is confirmed that a first order phase transition occurs [9]. In fact it can
be shown that the linear density of zeros on the positive real axis is different




























which is justified by the request that 1/γ (the zeros accumulation point) is
the same for the two phases.
Therefore the phase transition in the thermodynamic limit is of first order
and should be visible through the discontinuity in the average multiplicity of
the final particles as given by Eq.(20). We conclude that for finite volumes
and average multiplicities the signature of QGP in the present approach is
given by the occurrence in a small energy range around the critical c.m.
energy of an enhancement in the average multiplicity, with all the character-
istics we have previously associated to the class of hard events, i.e. N¯ → 1,
k ≪ 1 and n¯ very large (n¯hard ≫ n¯semihard).
Appendix




zmPm = P0 + zP1 + z
2P2 + ... + z
MPM . (22)
The following theorem holds:
if the coefficients Pm of (25) satisfy the condition
PM = γPM−1 = γ




GM(z) = 0 (24)




n = 1, 2, ...,M .

































































Since the zeros of a polynomial occur in complex conjugate pairs, Eqs.(28)






| zn | (cos[θn] + i sin[θn]) =
M∑
n=1







| zn |2(cos[2θn] + i sin[2θn]) =
M∑
n=1











| zn |M(cos[Mθn]+i sin[Mθn]) =
M∑
n=1






The request that the zeros of Eq.(24) lie on the circle of radius 1/γ, implies
| zn |= 1/γ, ∀n = 1, 2, ...,M . A condition which can be easily achieved if
M∑
n=1
cos[jθn] = −1, (27)
∀j = 1, 2, ...,M .
The theorem can be proved simply by showing that Eqs.(30) are indeed
































cos[Mx/2] sin[(M + 1)x/2]
sin[x/2]
− 1.






































− 1 = −1
Accordingly, by writing nx as jθn, with jθn = jn
2pi
M+1















































with j = 1, 2, ...,M , c.v.d.
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